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B. J. EDWARDS & Co., THE GRO’ 

Japanned Metal Body. Superior SOFT .. Per doz., 4/- 

THE OPTICAL 

MAGIC LANTERN 
— JOURNAL — 

AND 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER. 
A Magazine of Popular Science for the Lecture-room and 
Evites byy. HAY TAYLOR. the Domestic Circle. feu | 

Vol. 7.—No. 86. _ JULY,1896. | Price 1d., Post free 2d. 

THE MAGIC LANTERN: ITS CONSTRUCTION & USE. Contains complete Instructions. Cloth Covers," PRICEG 4 
Fach Magic Lantern is efilcient for exhibitions. The Lens givee crip definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographie Combination with rack 

and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation. The Condenser is composed of two plano-conver 
lenses of 4 inches diameter. The refulgent lamp has 8 wicke (or 4 wicks 2s. extra), yielding a brilliantly iduminated picture.—Each is complete in box. 

LANTERN PHOTOS, 
Plain, 1/- : Coloured, 1/6 

ALL ACCESSOR! ES 
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| (REASONABLE PRICES 

LIMES 

Mahogany Body,| Mahoyany Boly 
2 Panelled Doors, Metal | Brass Stage and 3-draw 
Stages, Sliding Tubes. | Telescopic Tubes, 

=e — =— 
In Air-tight Cases, Perforated Russian 

E Iron Body, Japanned Metal. HARD.. 2 1/6 Brass Sliding Tubes. 

“OPTIMUS” 100 CANDLE-rovs LAMP : PROJECTION LANTERN, “ist 25s. 
“OPTIMUS” cixeti SAFETY SATURATOR. ‘i, SiSiy sited Witegthamser Se; TOS. 
PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, i'n’: LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS.’ 

Ghe Startling Announcement 
IS THAT 

OXYGEN ! OXYGEN! OXYGEN | «sc HYDROGEN | 
Is being compressed in Cylinders of the very best Manufacture, and guaranteed tested and 

thoroughly annealed to meet the recommendations of the Home Office and Railway regulations. 

At very great expense, the most perfect and improved plant has been erected to produce and 

compress the Purest Oxygen, which can be supplied in any quantity on most reasonable terms. 

The Central Compressing Oxygen Works are the most perfect in existence for 
manufacturing and compressing. Customers are invited to inspect during business hours. 

Cylinders, Regulators, Gauges, Valves, Jets, Limes, and every requisite supplied for successfully 

working the Limelight, at the very lowest possible price, by 

The CENTRAL OXYGEN COMPRESSING WORKS, 
Sheffield Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, LONDON, W.C. 

rice HAITFES NEVELAPERS—aminot MeTOL. CLYGIN. 

PLATES & PAPERS. 

LANTERN PLATES 1/- PER DOZ 

EDWARDS’ 
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W. C. HUGHES’ Marvellous 

PA MI PHENGOS. 
= | No Smell. No Smoke. No Broken Glasses. 
0 i 

le 
© 
2 

TESTED. TRIED. PROVED. 

Has special 4 in. Condensers—not 43 in, and long focus front 

Lenses ; these involve loss of Light where Oil Flame is the 
illuminant. 

Mr. HUGHES’ CHALLENGE of 14 YEARS 
STILL Horns Goop Tro PROVE ruat it Is THE 

Most Perfect and Finest Oil-Lighted Lantern Extant. 
RELIABLE and SAFE. 

Prices - £4 4s, and £2 10s. 
RANDEST Display of high-class 

Projecting Lanterns, Effects, 
Novclties, available on the Hire Pur- 
chase System, scen at Great Show 
Rooms; a sight to be seen. Docwra 

prize medal miniature Malden and 
Grand Triples, superb instruments, 
supplied to Prof. Malden, Mdme. 
Patti, Canon Scott, Capt. Charles 
Reade, Polytechnic Commercial 
Department. Hughes' 4-wick Lan- 
terns, £1 2s. 6d.; 3-wick, 19s. 6d. ; 
Safety Jets, 8s. 6d.; Mixed, 12s. ; 
Mahogany Brass Bi-unials, £6 10s. ; 
12 3+ Coloured Slides, 2s.; large 
Slipping, 6s. 6d. doz.; beautifully 
Coloured Model Subjects; 1s. 3d. 
Magnificently illustrated Catalogue, 

The only House inthe world for High-class Work. Intending 160 original engravings, 6d. ; postage 
Purchasers should see Mr. HUGHES’ Magnificent Stock, or they may 2d. Pamphicts free. 50 beautifully 
be disappointed afterwards. Coloured Slides, loaned, 3s. 

Mr, HUGHES’ CLEARANCE LIST (FREE) of Tremendous s Bargains in High-class INSTRUMENTS and EFFECTS, 

(Established 28 Years.) WA7'. Cc. HUGHES, (Established 28 Years.) 

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N. 

WOOD'S “SPECIAL JET” 
Is the Jet for the coming season, absolutely 
safe, brilliant light, equal to mixed jet and 
hard lime; gas at ordinary pressure from the 

main can be used. 
Read the fotlowing report (Optical Magie Lantern Journal, 

November, 1894) onthe Candie- -power of various Jets, by Mr. W. 
J. Coles, A.ML.C.E.:— 

Ordinary blow-through Jet, soft lime .. 260 candle-power. 
Woou’s special biow- -through Jet -. 475 ,, 
Ordinary mixed Jet, hard lime.. o. 475 

Price of Jet, best workmanship and finish, £1 ‘S18. 6d. 

Send for Wood's Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides on Sale or Hire, post free, three stamps. 

E.G. WOOD, 74, Cheapside, LONDON. 
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Notices. 
THE Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic 

Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price One 
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, 
Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from 
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :— 

United States, 
12 months es «2/6 4. 4. 75 cents. 
Single copies 24d. ww ww 8B, 

Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :— 

£3d. 
Front and back pages, by arrangement. 
Ordinary page (whole).. . - 38 00 

ss » (half) ., a6 -- 115 0 
‘i » (quarter) ee - 100 

» (eighth) - +» 010 0 
a » perlinchincolumn.. 0 6 0 
” ” ” 4 ” ” - 03 0 

Excrance Column, General Wants, &c. 
First 20 words, 6d.; 
words, ld. 

(not Trade)— 
and for every 3 additional 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not 
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All 
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the Magic Lantern Journal Comrany, Limited. 

EpiToRiIaAt communications must be addressed, 
J. HAY TAYLOR. Advertisements and business com- 
munications to the Magic Lantern Journal 
Company, Limited, 9, Carthusian Street, 
London, E.C 

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 
and 85, Duane Street, New York City. 

Important Notice!!! 
E have much pleasure in informing our numerous 

readers that we have removed to our new 

1 
cflices at 

9, CARTHUSIAN STREET, E.C. 

(Close to Aldersgate Street Station’. 

All EOITORIAL communications should be 
addrcssed— 

J. HAY TAYLOR, 

“Optical Magic Lantern Journal,” 

9, CARTHUSIAN STREET, 

LONDON, E.C 
All BUSINESS communications, advertisements 

etc., should be addressed— 

The Secretary, 

Magic Lantern Journal Co., Ltd., 

9, CARTHUSIAN STREET, 

LONDON. E.C. 

Our Forthcoming Annual. 

I HAVE now in course of progress an Annual and 
Almanac, which will pertain to such subjects 
as have been dealt with in this journal during 
the past eight years. During these years I have 

' received great numbers of letters from every 
part of the world, speaking in high terms of this 

; journal, and of the impetus that it has been the 
: means of giving to lantern work both for amuse- 
; ment and instruction. 

The publication of the contemplated annual 
(which will be issued every August) is the 
outcome of suggestions received from the 
numerous readers, many of whom have kindly 
rendered assistance in the form of practical 
articles. It will thus be seen that it will contain 
the expression of a diversity of thought. 
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Dealers and others who have not yet sent me 
particulars of their novelties to be introduced 
this season are requested to do so without delay. 

Those who wish advertisements displayed in 
the annual will of course communicate with 
our publishers, 

J. Hay TAYLOR, Editor. 

— :0:——_ 

Notes. 

In past years the custom with regard to new 
lantern apparatus appears to have been for the 
majority of makers to put off matters till about 
August; this year, however, things are to be 
different, and already certain manufacturers are 
hard at work making a supply of goods so as to 
he quite ready to fill orders promptly, and in the 
way of slides, it is interesting to know that 
Messrs. G. W. Wilson & Co., Ltd., have already 
issued their list for the season 1896-7. 

* % * 

‘‘ BEFORE Many months have passed, it is pro- 
bable that a new and improved electric light 
will make its appearance. Edison has just 
succeeded in employing X rays for illuminating 
purposes, and has been enabled (says the 
Daily Magazine) by this means to obtain a light 
far superior to the electric lights now in use. 
I recently visited Mr. Edison in his laboratory, 
and had a chat with the great inventor. I 
found him experimenting with his new light, of 
which he kindly gave me an exhibition. The 
den in which he experiments is covered all over, 
ceiling and walls with white paper, so as to 
bring out the greatest intensity of the light. 
When the door was closed all was darkness and 
silence except for the whirr of a machine on a 
table. The lamp was suspended from the 
ceiling. When Mr. Edison turned on the 
current the big room was instantly flooded with 
light of the purest, whitest kind. It had none 
of that flickering, bluish, or moonlight effect 
which distinguishes ordinary electric light, but 
fully equalled the brighter sunlight. ‘This 
lamp,’ said Mr. Edison ‘ will last for ever, unless 
you break it by accident or otherwise. More- 
over, there is no heat or burning. But the 
machinery—ah yes, if we could only get that in 
a simplified cheap form, we could light your 
house for you next week. . Somebody else, how- 
ever, must try to invent a means for making the 
light marketable.’ ”’ 

Bd Pt * 

WE were surprised to read in an American 
contemporary, a statement by Dr. W. H. 

Birchmore, who is stated to be an authority on 
the subject of acetylene gas, that ‘‘no burner 
now made will consume acetylene gas economi- 
cally, irrespective of cost, and the invention of a 
burner with small enough apertures is the first 
serious obstacle to overcome before the gas can be 
tested in comparison with ordinary illuminating 
gas.” America must surely be behind the times 
in this respect, for in England and on the Con- 
tinent such burners have been commercial for 
some time past. 

4 * * 

At the festival dinner connected with Guy’s 
Hospital held a few days ago, the names of 
subscribers with amounts were photograped in 
batches as transparencies, and projected on a 
screen. 

* * * 
A FEW weeks ago, when Mr. Mathieson, of 
Invercargill, N.Z., and whose name is familiar 
to our readers, was giving his limelight enter- 
tainment, a youth attempted to show his wit 
and disturb the proceedings by remarking every 
now and again, as scenes from Ireland were 
being put through the slide: ‘‘I was there.” 
Without showing the least symptom of annoy- 
ance, Mr. Mathieson threw an imposing-looking 
building upon the screen, and paused for his 
tormentor’s remark. It came right enough. 
“T was there,” said the now familiar voice. 
‘‘Tadies and gentlemen,” said Mr. M., ‘“ this 
picture represents Kilmainham gaol, Dublin.” 
The funny man dropped out of sight like a shot, 
while the audience fairly screamed with laugh- 
ter. That young man will be more cautious in 
future before making audible remarks on similar 
occasions. 

* HE 3 

WE learn that Messrs. Thorn & Co. have con- 
siderably reduced their price for calcium carbide. 

——:0:_~ 

Burner for Acetylene Gas. 

SincE we published particulars of generators for 
acetylene gas, it appears that a great number 
of our readers have been experimenting in this 
direction. In answer to many enquiries, from 
which it appears that the difficulty seems to be 
to make this gas burn without giving off a deuse 
smoke, it must be remembered that the ordinary 
domestic gas-burner is quite unsuitable for this 
purpose, by reason of the largeness of the bore. 

What is required is an exceedingly small 
burner, and although there has for some time 
been a difficulty in procuring such small burners, 
they are now easily obtainable under the name of 
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ARCHER'S IMPROVED OPTIGAL LANTERNS. 
Proved se to 

all others, 
See Reports, 

Will show to per ection any distance from 

“THE IDEAL” 
See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Pauc Lance, Esq., G.E. Teompson, Esq., Manchester 

The Improved ‘‘PHOTINUS ” 

Twro Prize Medals. 

our new PERFECT 
Single L ntern and 
Automatic Dissolver 

Camera Club, ad many others . 

“THE IDEAL,” the Lantern of the future. Price £8 15s. complete. 
No. 3, Plainer Form; £6 6s. complete, 

is the most powerful oil lantern in the 
world. Price £4 4s, 

ARCHER’ “Ss NEW OPAQUE SCREENS, just supplied to the Manchester Photo 
Society, as they proved, THE BEST OF ALL. (See Testimonial.) 

ARCHER "& SONS. Lantern Spec‘alis's and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Stecet, Liverpool. 
Established 1848, Illustrated Lists free, Effect Slides painted for Wholesale London Houses. All kinds of Slides made to order. 

GENERAL WANTS, &c. 
First twenty words, 6d.; every three extra words, 1d. 

Trade Advertisements in this column, 8s. per } -inch, 

PROFESSIONAL Lanternist of 20 years’ experience 
is open to engagements, with or without his own 

apparatus, in town or country, on very moderate terms. 
Reference, Editor of this Journal.—Address, Optics, 13, 
York-street, Walworth, London, S.E. 

OR Sale, Hughes’ best 
body, no lens, with case, in good condition, 93s. 6d.— 

John Mason, Market-place, Newbury. 

NY teed ; approval if desired; 5 by 4, 15s.; 4-plate, 
2ls. Repairs, etc.—R. G. Mason (from J. Switt), 69, 

Pete oats Clee Ss : Merten 
Be French poodie (bitch), young; extremely 

affectionate and gentle; price £4, or exchange 
£5 worth high-class coloured slides; natural phenomera 
and effects wanted.—Albert Smith, St. Ann's-gardens, 
Brighton, 

ATURATOR wanted, Gridiron or Timberlake pre- 
ferred; good exchange in first-class slides offered. 

—Ivey House, Shepton Mallet. 

V AN'TED immediately, the following slides for an 

important lecture on the British Empire ; must 
be very good photographs, and first class coloured. 
Auckland, Zanzibar, Singapore, Matabeleland, Mauritius, 
Bechuanaland Border police, Buluwayo, British Guiana 
(Venezuela), Lord Charles Beresford, Sons of the Empire, 
(pageant).—Terms and all particulars to Knight and 
Forster, Cheap-street, Newbury. 

4 COMPLETE sets of high-class lanteru slides to be 
sold at half-price or exchanged for other sets.— 

Address enquiries to B. B., Macic LANTERN JOURNAL 
OFFICE. 

\ /| AGNIFICENT sets of slides, 60 Round the World, 
25s.; 40 India, 24 Life of Christ; 

Rock-street, Everton, Liverpool. 

HE lJanternist’s Acetylene Generator and Special Jet, 
giving over 200 candles at 4d. per hour, no atten- 

tion for 2 hours; simple and safe, portable, shape like a 
portmanteau, 20 by 12. Generator 153. Jet 53.—4, 
Charles-street, Preston, 

,YOR Sale, Cheap, Steward’s Bi-unial ; two 40 ft Brin’s 
cylinders with Beard's regulators ; 3 large gas bags ; 

2 large theatrical light boxes; over 1,000 York & Son's 
slides, etc., ctc.—Apply, Nicholson, Shanklin, I.W. 

Pamphengos tin lantern | 

ASON’S 8.W. Rectilinear Lenses ; quality guaran. 

some temper- : 
ance and comic, all coloured, with readings.—122, Grey j; 

THE SENSATION OF 1896. 
ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHS. 

The Cinematograpb, Animatograph, Vitagraph, Moto- 
graph, Theotograph, Panoramograph, Kinetogiaph, &c. 

Their faults avcided and their yood qualities improved by 

BRANDON MEDLANDS’ | 
New combined Photographic and Projecting 

Camera (patent applicd for). 

THE VIT-AUTOSCOPE. 
The eteadiest, quietest, and cheapest apparatus of the 

kind yet invented for taking and prcjecting photographs 
of moving objects. 

J. BRANDON MEDLAND (CANtERNise ), 
70, BOROUGH, & 13, YORK ST., WALWORTH. 

THEVITAGRAPH, 
Marvel of the Age. 

Perfeetly Realistie, Hnimation 
Complete. 

‘Effects of vibration totally obviated, even at 
the highest speed. 

Synehronism perfect. 

Receives Kinetoscope Films, 
' Cannot be super:eded for strength, portability, 

and excellence of workmanship. 

These machines can be tested before purchasers 
or their representatives. 

Stock always on hand for immeiiate delivery. 

For further information, apply to the Manufucturers, 

GLEMENT & GILMER, 
8 & 10, Rue de Malte, 

PARIS. 
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Simplicity and Efficiency. 

* STEDMAN'S « 
AUTOMATIC 

xygen Generator. 
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.) 

It is absolutely AUTOMATIC, ‘giving the 
Lanternist enough Gas AT AN UNVARYING 
pressure fora Lecture of two hours’ duration. 

It can then be re-charged in a moment, 
the Light still burning at the Lantern. 

Se cies oe 

An ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET, giving full par- 
ticulars of the LATEST IMPROVED APPARATUS, 
will be published shortly, and will be forwarded to 
all the numerous applicants and others re quiring 
particulars. 

N.B.—Mr. STEDMAN will be pleased to?show and explain the working of the Apparatus by appointment. 
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‘« Bray’s 0000.” Were this small sized burner 
used with house-gas, the result would only com- 
pare with a poor quality of candle, but this small 
burner with acetylene gas will give a clear, 
bright and small light. 
By placing two or more of these burners, say 

half an inch apart, a stronger light is obtained. 
Those who are in possession of one of the 

Fig. I. 

well-known holders for the incandescent light 
as applied to the lantern Tig. I., can with little 
difficulty adapt it for use with acetylene. 
Having unscrewed the incandescent burner, 
make a T piece similar to Fig. IJ., provided as 
shown with three burners of the size mentioned, 
half an inch apart, and screw this on the support 
at (4), when the necessary qualifications for 
burning acetylene gas in the lantern will be 
fulfilled. 

20: 

Photography for Proselyting. 

Wuen on a recent visit to the Channel 
Islands we observed two photographs exhibited 
in a shop at St. Peter’s, Guernsey, evidently in 
the interests of the Salvation Army. An 
“army ’”’ man and woman were standing behind 
two chairs, on which were seated two rough 
looking men, in dilapidated dress, boots, etc., 
and on whose faces were depicted the well- 
known expression due to a too frequent ac- 
quaintance with the bottle. The ‘ Armyites”’ 
were standing with their hands laid on the 
shoulders of the two front sitters, the faces of 
the former being carefully retouched, and those 
of the latter severely left alone. This picture 
betokened—-see what we are about to take in 
hand. Alongside of this picture was another, 
the relative positions of the four figures being 
the same, but in this instance the two men 
sitting on the chairs were dressed (like the 
others) in the army uniform, and they possessed 
a great degree of smartness even to the waxing 
of the moustache; their faces in this instance. 
were retouched. This picture said in effect— 
see two reformed reprobates. As a means of 
advertising the army, the general effect was, to 

the casual observer, as least catching; but on 
carefully looking into the picture it was obsery- 
able that the two sittings were made within a 
few minutes of each other, instead of, as one 
would be led to believe, at least a few months 
apart, for the figures in the back were in the 
same positions, and even had the same folds in 
their clothes, the same amouut of necktie show- 
ing, in fact the same everything ; the accessories 
were also in exactly the same relative positions 
with respect to the figured linoleum on the 
floor. In this case who should be to blame— 
the sitters for being taken under circumstances 
that portend to be at some considerable time 
one from the other, or the photographer for 
not displacing the accessories, and at least 
getting the sitters behind to undo their coats, 
and button them anew ? 

:0:—— 

Oxygen, Its Manufacture, 

Storage, and Use.—V. 

By Epwunp H. WitsIE 
(Of the Late Royal Polytechnic Institution). 

Au the processes of manufacturing oxygen gas 
which have been touched upon so far, resembled 
each other in this respect: that very little heat 
was necessary, a Small gas burner or spirit lamp 
being sufficient, but there are other processes in 
which a very much greater amount of heat is 
required to cause the gas to generate. Oxide 
of manganese heated in a suitable retort to a 
bright red gives off a considerable quantity of 
oxygen, and as all the gas used for chemical 
experiments and lime-light lanterns in the late 
Royal Polytechnic Institution was mace in this 
manner, it will perhaps be interesting to many 
of the readers of this Journal if we pay an 
imaginary visit to the gas-house of that Insti- 

| tution and inspect the apparatus as it appeared 
twenty five years ago. 

The whole plant was extremely simple, but 
as near perfect as possible in working, and to 
assist my description I have drawn from 
memory the interior of the gas-house, showing 
the positions of the furnace, purifier, and gaso- 
meters. 

The gas-house was situated under the large 
theatre and close to the optical room, so that 
the gasometers were not any considerable 
distance from the lanterns, and both oxygen 
and hydrogen (house-gas) were laid on by lengths 
of ordinary one-inch iron gas barrel all over the 
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building. On entering the door, the wind 
furnace was situated in a corner on our left, the 
large cast-iron purifier standing between the 
furnace and the door, and immediately facing 
us stood the bench with special appliances for 
fitting up the retorts. These consisted of 
mercury bottles, into which were screwed pieces _ 

| by the aid of a hand-pump. of 13-inch gas barrel four-feet in length, having 
a male thread cut on the end furthest from the 
bottle. Four such retorts were filled with oxide 
of manganese broken in small pieces (not in 
powder or grains) and placed in the furnace, the 
upper end of the outlet tubes being screwed on 
to the pipes leading to the purifier by means of 
union joints with special large wings to give 
leverage in screwing up. The fuel was then 
stacked in round the retorts and lighted, after 
which the process of gas-making went on slowly, 
and needing no attention for some considerable 
time; there was no rush of gas as in making 
from chlorate of potash; the process was slow, 
quiet, and so far as my experience went, free 
from danger. 

The joints connecting the retorts with the 
pipes leading to the purifier had to be screwed 
up very tightly as the gas was made under 
pressure, the weight on the gasometer remain- 
ing the same as when the gas was being 
consumed. The gasometers were of the ordinary 
type, consisting of a bell containing the gas, 
which ascended or descended into a well of 
water. The bell was arranged in a rather unusual 
manner, as it was divided into two portions by 

SS SSS 
Pee ZSSSSS 
& 

a horizontal division across the centre, the lower 
portion being to contain the oxygen, while the 
upper was filled with a quantity of water giving 
the requisite pressure. The hydrogen gaso- 
meters were in another part of the building, and 
were filled every day with ordinary carburetted 
hydrogen from the main, which was forced in 

Originally pure hydrogen was used, being 
generated in two large leaden vessels about the 
size and shape of nine gallon casks, but although 
there was a little increase in the light in this 
case, yet the difference was not sufficient to 
justify the extra trouble and expense. 

Before starting the lanterns, the pressures in 
the different gasometers were carefully tested 
by means of two water gauges situated in the 
optical room. 

Although other gas containers have to a great 
extent taken the place of gas-bags, yet there are 
many exhibitors who still hold fast to the old 
method of obtaining the lime-light, and, for the 
benefit of these, I should like to say a word or 
two about some forms of pressure boards. In 
the infancy of the lime-light two separate boards 
were used, as all lanternists know, but this mode 
was open to such serious objections that it was 
felt that some improvement must be made, and 
the double pressure board was devised in which 
the two gas-bags were used under one set of 
weights. One form which was used for a con- 
siderable time, and which is still used in some 
places of amusement, will be found in Fig. XI. 
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THE PENDANT SATURATOR. 
ABSOLUTE 

SAFETY. 

“70 OXYGEN 

Yo HYDROGEN TAP OF JET 

TAP OF JET 

3 70 OXYGEN 

Fetes) CYLINOER 

Capacity equal 

to 20 cubic feet 

of Hydrogen. 

No trouble from 

fluid in tubes, 

ip OVER FLOW . 
AO PLUG Pertect steadiness. No 

of 

required after starting. 

readjustment tap 

Great brilliancy. 

Price 39s. 

v. 

| Revolution 

( 
i 

in $¥ets JI 
SSL SL a ed 

1,200 

GANDLE-POWER, 
Gwyer's Patent Jot 
ule atta 

On the 22nd of JANUARY. 

Is equally efficient for Mixed Gases and Ether. 

Write for Par 

J. 
liculare tothe Manu taciuress= 

S. WILLWAY & SONS, 
DRAWBRIDGE, BRISTOL. 

or hours, without vibration. 

Price from 18/6 

‘HORNA. ICKARD 
TIME and 

SHUTTER 
Is both Theoretically and Practically the moet efficient in the market. 
gives exposures of any duration, from fractions of a second up to minutes 

The same Shutter will fit two or more Lenses. 

Speed Indicator, 3/6 extra. 
STEREOSCOPIC from 26/- 

FOCAL PLANE from 35/- 

Instantaneous 
CAMERA 

Shutter is attached to Front and folds up 
with the Camera. Has many specis! features 
not contained in other Cameras. Perfect in 

It | Workmenship and Finish. 

Price, including Shutter, 
Automatic Stand and Three 
Patent Plate Holders, 

From £8 11s. 

Catalogue Post Free. 

“RUBY “7 
PATTERN 

SNAP SHOT from 10/- 

THE THORN 

# Gold Medal for Amatenr Photographers. 
3% DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS. 

Z “Sir Henry Ponsonby is commanded by the 
) Queen to thank Mr, Darlington for a copy of 

“~ his handbook.” 
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Tt consists of three boards in the form of the 
letter Z, the gas-bags being put in opposite 
sides; the boards are hinged at (p p), and when 

Fig. XI. 

the bags are in position five half hundred 
weights are placed on the top, one at each corner, 
and one in the middle. 

remains equal to the last. 
At Fig. XII. we see a pattern of pressure board 

not very generally known; I am quite unable to 
say whose arrangement it is, but during a long 
experience of such matters the only one which 

Fig. NII. 

has come under my notice is that now in my 
possession. From our diagram it will be seen 
that it consists essentially of a single pressure 

Once arranged, no | 
further attention is necessary, as the pressure | 

board, which, when the bags are strapped into 
their places, appears as at (No. 1), and in that 
diagram that on the top board is a straight square 
rod (4), which can be pushed through the iron 
guides (B, B) and secured by a brass pin run- 
ning through (c), after which the whole appara- 
tus presents the appearance seen at No. 2. 
The weights are then secured at (G), and as the 
gas is used and the boards sink, the ends of the 
rods (BE), of which there are two, one on each 
side of the top board, travel along the ground, 
friction being reduced by the two small castors 
(F) at their extreme ends. 

The advantage of this arrangement is, that 
the weights are always on the highest point of 
the pressure boards, and for that reason it is 
unnecessary to add further weights during the 
performance. 

From my own experience I can speak most 
highly of this form, and should any readers desire 
to make it for themselves and wish for more 
detailed particulars, I shall be happy to supply 
them, and this I think brings me to the end of 
this subject, at least for the present; I say the 
present advisedly for the advent of automatic 
generators has of late put quite a new face on 
these matters, and it is quite possible we may 
awake some morning and find our most 
cherished apparatus out of date and obsolete. 

Topical Notes. 

By Tar Dreamwenr. 

Decipepiy the tendency at the present 
moment is in the direction of perfecting 
apparatus for the taking and exhibiting of 
animated pictures, and we hear almost daily of 
fresh incursions into the realm of invention 
in this direction. 

Ir this boom continues, no lanternist’s outfit 
will be complete without a kinetoscopic camera- 
projector, and no lantern show will be complete 
without a series of animated pictures. This 
ought to mean good business for the film 
makers, for a goodly amount of film is used 
in a series of exposures lasting say a minute, 
and this amount is doubled when the trans- 
parencies are made. 

One of our contemporaries decidedly some- 
what severely criticised the picture displayed, 
I think, at the Alhambra respecting a war 
incident in Africa, Whilst agreeing that only 
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the best pictures should be shown when 
possib!e, it must be remembered that these 
were taken under exceptional circumstances, 
and probably the public consider that half a 
loaf is better than no bread. 

I was recently looking over a large dealer’s 
stock of lantern apparatus, and was forcibly 
struck by the number of small accessories 
which have been introduced during recent years 
to facilitate the use of the optical lantern. 

Wuitst I ama firm believer in a worker know- 
ing all about his tools and apparatus, and being 
able to adapt himself to circumstances and get 
over difficulties with ordinary appliances, there 
is no doubt that labour and anxiety have been 
much lessened by the introduction of some of 
these little contrivances. 

A DANGER which is likely to rise, however, | 
is that instead of having to remember to pack 
up the lantern, lenses, jets, limes, tubing, etc., | 
a dozen or score of small accessories have also | 
to be looked after; the omission of one of 
which may throw the too confiding and non- 
inventive operator on his beam ends. 

Ir is a good plan, which should always be 
adhered to, to make a list of all the necessary 
apparatus, written clearly, and paste it inside 
the lid of the lantern box. A sheet of ground 
white celluloid may be fixed next to it, on which 
to write memoranda for particular exhibitions. 

——:0:—— 

Slides for Science Teachers. 

No. III.—MAGNETIC CURVES. 

By E. D. B. 

ALREADY several articles have appeared under _ 
the above title, and to these can be added the 
following particulars, which show another 
method of illustrating upon the screen the | 
beautiful cemetric magnet curves, the direction 
of which are made manifest by iron filings, © 
held in suspension by means of a liquid :— 

The sketch shows the relative positions of the 
magnet and tank containing iron filings. A piece © 
of round, soft iron rod is bent in the form shown 
in the sketch, and wound with several turns of 
silk-covered coppered wire; it is then cemented 
one sealing wax to the base of the instrument 
E). 
connected to two binding screws (DD). A tank 

The two ends of the magnet’s wire are | 

| 
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is made either by cementing together pieces of 
plate glass or by securing two pieces of glass 
with a piece of bent rubber between, as de- 
scribed on page 189, vol. v., of this journal. 
The tank must be made of sufficient width to 
comfortably pass between the two bent ends of 
the electro-magnet, the tank resting upon the 
electro-magnet, and being supported upright and 
in position by four angular bent pieces of metal 

(coc c), only three of which are seen in the 
drawing. The tank is filled with a mixture of 
iron filings and glycerine, and well shaken before 
being placed in position between the four up- 
rights (c ccc). In placing in the lantern stage 
arrange it so that you get the full advantage of 
the intensity of your light by allowing only that 
part of the cone of light from the condenser to 
pass through the tank, thus getting a more 
brilliant picture upon the screen than would 
otherwise be obtained. 

This small piece of apparatus will form an 
_ interesting addition to those previously described, 
and will be found to be a valuable addition to 
the lecturer’s set of apparatus. 

——:0:—— 

The Invention and Development 
of the Optical Lantern. 

By Evwarp Dunmore. 

CHAPTER I. 

Tue Magic, or Optical Lantern as it is now 
termed, has been a very gradually developed 
instrument, and owns its present perfection 
mainly to photography, which increased its 
popularity and value by leaps and bounds. 
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The modern photographic transparency is 
quite another thing to the old-fashioned hand- : 
painted slide to which earlier generations were © 
accustomed, and with which they had to be | 
contented. 

The earliest ‘account of any instrument like 
an optical lantern is mentioned by Kircher, a 
philosopher of the seventeenth century, in his 
books; at any rate he evidently knew how a ray 

and turned his knowledge to practical account, 
but as to the kind of picture shown we have little 
or no evidence. 
of most wonderful effects produced by unknown 

In lieu of this, we have records 

means Jong before Kircher’s time, which have | 
been by some attributed to the lantern or to 
gome means that might have answered the 
same purpose; the probability is, mirrors were 
used, as they were familiar objects from the 
earliest times, and we know the ancients 
possessed considerable skill in metal working 
and would undoubtedly have observed the effect 
of a beam of light reflected from a highly pol- 
ished concave surface; this is, however, a mere 
matter of conjecture. 

All extraordinary appearances that might 
have been produced by optical méans were 
credited to witch craft and sorcery, which the 
exponents of these practices took good care to 
impress upon their dupes. We must also bear 
in mind early ages were essentially superstitious 
ages, and a very little out of the common, plaus- 
ibly exhibited and intentionally contrived to 
deceive, rarely failed to have the desired effect. 

I might ask, is it not so at the present time? 
The ways and means may be different, but the 
cause and effect is essentially the same. It may 
be remembered in most, if not in all cases of 
sorcery and necromancy, certain formule were 
followed. <A circle was drawn on the ground, 
with many extraordinary symbols and figures, 
within which space the sorcerer, together with 
his dupes, stood, when having been impressed 
with the danger of departing from his instruc- 
tions, remained in a state of intense expectation 
ready for any wonderful or supernatural 
development that could take place. In addition 
to this the proceedings generally, if not always, 
included burning drugs and incense, also within 
the circle, which never seemed to be of any great 
diameter, to the accompaniment of incantations. 
The solemn jargon would work on the minds of 
the already prepared listeners, as the fumes of 
the drugs on the physical system, a combination 
of assaults they were utterly unable to resist, 
and, if we addto this the possible effect of 
mesmerism, it forms an attacking force on the 
superstitiously. inclined incapable of being 

resisted. At any rate we have full records, 
probably made in good faith, of astonishing 
effects, but not a line of how they were produced. 
If lenses had been used it seems almost incred- 
ible that no record of them exists in common 
with the production of large figures. Mr. 
Flinders Petrie discovered lenses in course of 
his excavations near Cairo, dating to 3000 B.c. 

! but such that would be utterly useless for lantern 
light was affected by passing through a lens, | projections; they seemed to be more suitable for 

condensers for ordinary lanterns than anything 
else. Serviceable lenses must, however, 
have been made thousands of years ago, for in 
the British Museum is agem engraved with such 
minute characters and designs, as to be invisible 
to unassisted eyesight, it is therefore reasonable 
to infer that the aid of a lens must have been 
invoked for engraving it, and a good serviceable 
one, too; but, as already mentioned, the earliest 
record of lens applied to the magic lantern is in 

| the seventeenth century. 

CHAPTER II. 
A vrscrivTion of the modern optical lanterns 
may be classed under two heads, the Mechanical 
and the Optical. _The mechanical again divided 
into the wood and metal work, and the illumi- 
nant; the optical into lenses, condensers and 
reflectors. The simple lantern may be described 
as a well-ventilated box containing a powerful 
light, in front of which is fixed a condenser, 
before this a cell for the lantern slides and a 
lens to effect the projection on to a prepared 
screen—precisely the same arrangements as used 
for making enlargements, with this difference, 
the lens for enlargement must be one giving 
exquisite definition in which the optical and 
visional rays are coincident, which is not required 
for lantern projections as the picture on the 
screen is seen only from a distance and no 
chemical effect required. 

The lens, perhaps the most perfect form of 
lens for the lantern,.is that made by Dallmeyer 
expressly for the purpose ; the next best is a good 
ordinary 3-plate portrait lens, the size or rather 
the focus of the lens being chosen according to 
the size of projection and distance from the 
screen; the shorter the focus the smaller the 
image. A 4-plate portrait lens is sufficient for a 
picture on a6 or 8 feet screen. A434 inch focus- 
lens will give a good image of about 12-or 14 feet 
in diameter, and about 20 feet distance; if -we- 

‘require a much larger image, one of 8 inch 
focus is perhaps as good as any. We then fix- 
our lantern between 30 or 40 feet from the screen 
and get an image some 20 feet in diameter, which, 
is sufficiently large for most rooms, the smaller. 
the enlargement the brighter it is in proportion. 
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When only a very small semi-transparent 
screen is used a lens of the rapid rectilinear 
type will transmit sufficient light for good effect. 
The advantage of the portrait type of lens rests 
on its power to transmit a larger amount of light 
than other forms of lenses, an important 
consideration when much simplification is 
required.. A good Meniscus or old-fashioned 
single landscape lens is not at all to be despised, 
used with a very much larger opening than 
when used for photography. The lenses 
supplied with cheap small lanterns are similar to 
those used in very cheap cameras. Uncorrected 
double convex non-achromatic affairs, that give 
a beautiful fringe of colour round the outside of 
the pictures, and are not looked at for serious 
work, although they may please children. 

In all cases the back lens of the objective 
should be large enough to take in the whole of 
the cone of rays transmitted by the condensers, 
or even rather more ; by having the lens large it 
can be brought nearer the transparency, it then 
condenses rather more light, and the illuminant 
can also be brought nearer the condenser. The 
mount should be longer than for an ordinary 
photographic lens—as it only is required to 
cover a lantern slide of 34 inches in diameter— 
and have the visual focus well defined. The 
chemical focus, which in ordinary photography 
we have to pay so much attention to, is for the 
purpose of projecting a negligable quantity. 

(To be continued.) 

——10: 

Fresh Lantern Slide Work, 

By ALBERT TRANTER. 

Now that we have the long, bright summer days 
come round again, I suppose that those persons 
who combine the hobby of lanternising with 
that of photography will be thinking what fresh 
subjects they can find to photograph, and add 
to their collection of slides ; and to such persons 
I venture to make the following suggestions :— 
Does there happen to be in your particular 
neighbourhood any noteworthy spot in the shape 
of birthplace, residence, tomb, memorial, or 
otherwise connected with the life or works of 
our popular writers ? 

I have reason to think that if such persons, 
and the readers generally of this journal, resid- 
ing as they do in almost every part of the world, 
were to think the matter over, very many such 
subjects not to be found mentioned in ordinary 
slide catalogues could be discovered, and which 
would pay being photographed, and produced as 
lantern slides. At the same time, before such 

slides were supplied to the public, there should be 
some recognised mode of judging of their quality, 
as I am afraid that some amateurs’ slides would 
be rather severely criticised when exhibited 
before persons not having a personal interest in 
the producer, and who consequently would not 
have occasion to think of his feelings when 
making any remarks as to the quality of such 
slides. 

In the case of professional photographers 
undertaking such work as I have mentioned, I 
assume that there would be no necessity of 
appealing to a higher authority as to the quality 
of the slides produced, but an amateur pure and 
simple, I suggest, should be recommended to 
take the opinion of some one who would be 
qualified to judge of the quality of his produc- 
tions before they were put into circulation 
amongst the many members of the lantern 
fraternity. 

I have for some time past been trying my 
hand at pinhole photography, but am not sure 
whether it is possible to produce slides of really 
first-class quality by means of that system, 
though I gather from the instructions supplied 
by the manufacturers of the pinhole camera 
that it is possible to do so. Perhaps some of 
the readers of this journal could express an 
opinion on the matter; not doing so, however, 
by making the price of the camera its proper 
criterion of merit. 

=! 0. 

Stereoscopic Effects on the 
Lantern Screen. 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE AND WHAT 
MAY BE DONE.—No. IV. 

By Tuomas Boras, F.C.S:, F.C. 

(Continued from page 83.) 

A METHOD coming under a somewhat different 
category from those already described is the 
projection of the two pictures of the stereogram 
side by side, or adjacent to each other upon the 
Screen, one or two lanterns being used, as may 
be convenient ; and observing them with some 
optical device which will make them unite to 
the sense of the observer, as in the case of the 
ordinary stereoscope ; but this method is subject 
to the disadvantage that the optical appliance 
must be varied to suit different positions in the 
room. The simplest optical device for observing 
consists of two holes in a piece of card adjusted 
as to distance apart and distance from the 
observer, a method suggested by Steinhauser, 
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of Vienna, and discussed by Dr. Brun, in 
Laterna Magica, January, 1883. The 
method is not easy to carry out unless the 

hole | 
: coincide, or coincide to the sense of vision, is 

position of the stereoscopic pair is reversed, and ' 
the observer looks cross-eyed through the per- 
forated screen, and then the result is unsatis- 
factory, as the observer feels strained and 
incommoded. A somewhat better device con- 
sists of two light pasteboard tubes individually 
adjusted; but even this is not suited to the 
needs of a general assembly of spectators. 

In order to bring the two images into a 
vertual coincidence, a reflecting prism, slightly 
deviating the rays from one of the two images | 
is all that is required, and it is by no means |! . 
necessary to describe the various methods | 
devised or suggested by Pepper, Spurge (see 
Maaic Lantern JouRNAL, 1893, p. 196); Teale 
(see Macic LANTERN JouRNAL, 1892, p. 24); also | 
compare 1890, pp. 146 and 155); Slight (see 
Magic Lantern Journan, 1892, p. 36), and 
others ; but it will be sufficient as typical of 
these methods to refer to the scheme of M. F. 
Drouin’s prismatic stereoscope, and to say a few 
words as to Lieut.-Col. Moessard’s delicately 
adjustable observing device for side-by-side 
projection. This somewhat cursory treatment 
of a method which has occupied the attention of 
many eminent persons is justified by the fact 
that prismatic devices must generally be too | ; 

, two pictures of the stereogram on to the same 
| screen by two optical systems, the light of one 

Fig. II. Fig. I. 
expensive for use by large assemblies, and the | disturbing reflections. 
individual adjustment necessary tends also to | doubt as to the Anderton method being on the 
make them unsuitable. 

M. Drouin (Bulletin de l’Association Belge de 
Photographie) uses a reflecting prism with a 

| the light of the other optical system. 
| images being super-imposed upon the same 

section as shown in Fig. I., and the use of one 
such prism, to make the two images virtually 

sufficiently illustrated by Fig. II. 
Moessard uses two prisms, mounted opera- 

glass fashion (Bulletin de la Société Francaise 
de Photographie, 1895, page 553), the adjust- 
ment being made by two toothed sectors, as 

Fig. III. 

' shown by Fig. III., the dotted lines indicating 
' the variation, in the position of the reflecting 
planes, when the images are projected side by 

' side, which is convenient if the subject is of 
upright form. If, on the other hand, one 
image is projected over the other the reflecting 
edges must be nearly horizontal. The shaded 
parts show semi-circular diaphrams, which are 
intended to cut off such secondary or parasite 

: images as would mar the result. 
Anderton’s method consists in projecting the 

optical system being polarised at right angles to 
The two 

screen are now viewed by a pair of polarising 
eye pieces or analysers, set at right angles to 
each other, so that each eye shall receive its 

| proper image. 
In carrying out the Anderton method it is 

necessary that the screen should have a metallic 
surface, otherwise the light would be de- 
polarised, and Mr. Anderton employs a flexible 
screen covered with silver leaf, and subsequently 
lacquered. It may be mentioned that even for 
ordinary lantern work such a screen is far 
better than the usual screen, as it is more com- 
pletely opaque, and reflects more light. The 

| polarisers and analysers used by Mr. Anderton 
' consist of bundles of thin glass, like the micro- 
scopic cover glass, and set at about the 

, polarising angle, but they are not set quite 
| parallel, in order to obviate ill-definition by 

There can be scarcely a 

whole the best and most suitable for a general 
exhibition, but the appliances, which are sold 
by Messrs. Field & Co., of Suffolk Street, 
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Birmingham, are somewhat expensive, the silver | considering these figures, you will be good 
; enough to bear in mind that they are com: face screen alone costing £7 for a size of 12 feet 

square. It is unnecessary for me to say more 
as to the Anderton system, as a very full 
description is to be found in the Maarc Lay- 
‘TERN JouRNAL for 1892, page 88 and 100. 

Stereoscopic projection by the two-colour 
method has been stimulated by the introduction 
of the anaglyphs of M. Ducos du Hauron, to 
which I make reference in my first article (page 
24), and M. Demole, of Geneva, now supplies 
the anaglyphs in lantern slide form, the slide 
consisting of a red transparency and a blue or 
bluish-green transparency super-imposed and 
bound together, this device being referred to in 
a note on page 54 of the present volume of the 
Magic LANTERN JouRNAL. When such a com- 
pound transparency is set in the lantern those 
parts in which the red and tke blue (or green) 
are super-imposed come out as black on tha 
screen, and form those portions of the subject 
which are common to the two pictures of the 
stereogram. Where the red alone projects over 

i 

the clear ground of the slide we havethosespecial | 
features which are to be seen by the eye 
covered with the blue or green glass, and where 
the blue or green projects over the clear ground 
of the slide we have those features which are 
only to ba seen by the eye covered by the red 
glass; thus it will be seen that one lantern is 
suflicient for stereoscopic projection by the two- 
colour method. 

(Zo be continued). 
ne Sige 

The Oxyhydrogen Incandescent 
Gas Light. 

(Continued from page 107.) 

C.1. By Witiram PENMAN, 

BerorE leaving the subject of the mantle, 
allow me to state that up to the present I have 

parative tests, inasmuch as where gases were 
used the hydrogen consuinpt was in all cases 
kept the same, namely, to the low quantity of 
3 cubic feet per hour. 

(1) Four-Wick Pararrin O1n Lamp— 
Open light 37 candles. 
In lantern .. ix 1. 28 » 

(2) INcaANDEScENT BorNER— 
Without author's fittings .. 4025 ,, 

(3) IncanvEescent Burner (with author's fittings) — 
(2) Without oxygen— 

Open .. 47:10 ,, 
In lantern 28°12 ,, 

(b) With oxygen— 
Open .. 71°50 ,, 
In lantern 40°50 ,, 

(4) Limetiaut Burner — : 
Open .. 80°50 ,, 
In lantern 50°31 ,, 

Calculating the effective discs available com- 
paritively from these figures, we have— 

40°50 c.p. + oxy. 
28°12 c.p. -- oxy. 

12°38 of increase 
' Then, for a distance of 12 feet and a 7 feet 

dise— 
98°12 is 

40-50 as 
and 28:14 ai = 5832 

a = 207 
= 14.4 = 14 ft. = distance 

from ee at cian the oeveen ae would act 
with equal power to that of the plain incan- 
descent gas at 12 feet ; then 

12 14-4 
2 

and 12 x = 100°8 
a= 84 = 8 ft. 5in., the size of disc 

which would be obtained with illumination 
, equal to the plain incandescent light upon a 
| T-feet disc. 

found that no injury whatever is done to the ~ 
mantle by burning oxygen as I describe, neither | : : 

A ees : | ments were made, and by no means fixes this as can I detect any lessening of its durability. 
Under ordinary care in moving the lamp about, 
even from one room to another, there is no 
reason why a mantle should not last an 
operator a whole season ; indeed, I have had 
one in frequent use during three months, which 
is as good as when first lit. 

In order intelligently to express in figures the 
actual value of this light, I asked Mr. Ivison 
Macadam to make some careful photometric 
tests, which he was good enough to carry out at 
the expense of considerable time and _ trouble, 
extending over several evenings, at my own 
house, and also in his own laboratory ; and on 

The standard disc of 7 feet was adopted 
owing to the small room in which the experi- 

the limit performance of the lamp minus oxygen. 
If the screen, sizes, and distances obtainable 

from the other two illuminants are calculated, 
we may collect the following, viz. 

Distance. Disc. 
(1) Four-wick oil 10 ft. 9 in, 6 ft. 4 in. 
i Incandescent, ordinary .. 12 ft.Oin. 7 ft. Oin. 
(3) Incandescent, author's 14 ft.5in. 8 ft. 5 in. 
(4) Limelight 16 ft.Oin. 9 ft. 4 in. 

Referring again to the fixtures of the analysis, 
and comparing the open incandescent without 
author’s fittings as against the same burner 
with author’s fittings, but minus oxygen, where 
we get 40°25 as against 47°10, you will appeciate 
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Lantern Slides in great variety, Life Model Subjects, plain and coloured, 
chromo lithographic, 3s. 9d. per set of 12 slides, 3} in. square, complete in 
box with Reading, 100 different subjects. Large stock kept of Rackwork 

and Slipping Slides. Lantern Catalogue with hundreds of illustrations. 

POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 
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NEW PHOTOGRAPHEY. 
LANTERN SLIDES from Dr. HALL EDWARDS’ NEGATIVES 
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the importance of the introduction of the 
platinum foil as a concentrator of light. 
We come now to consider what I look upon 

as the most valuable property of this new 
light, viz., its photographic power, or, as we 
term it, actinism. With the view of deter- 
mining a comparison with that of a four-wick 
W oil lamp, I proceeded to photograph one of 
my best and most plucky 8 x 10 negatives by 
transmitted light from my lantern upon a 
i-plate through a 5 in. Cook lens working at 
f.6 but stopped down to f.8. A well-known 
member of this society assisted me, and 
developed the negatives. Our tests were :— 

1) Oxygen 6 seconds .. under exposed. 
(2) Do 12 i 2 0. - 12 , .. Dormal. 
(83) Four-wick .. 12 : «. greatly under exposed. 
(4) Do. «3 60. 5 . almost normal. 

Decided that other 12 seconds, viz., 72 seconds, 
would give normal. Comparing the two nor- 
mals, we have the proportions 12 is to 72, or as 
1 is to 6. 

Assuming now the fact, which I have no 
reason to doubt, that the oxygen does not 
improve the incandescent ordinary light with 
regard to colour, I conclude, referring again to 
Mr. Macadam’s comparative tests, that what is 
got in the way of an exposure for say 40-5 
seconds by the ordinary would be reduced to 
2-12 seconds by the oxygen, which means 
roughly that in working this lamp without 
oxygen it becomes necessary to increase the 
exposure by one and a half times, This is, of 
course, assuming that the exposure is in the 
direct inverse ratio to the candle-powers of the | 
two systems. 

During the last twelve months I have found 
this light a most convenient and comfortable 
mode of lighting either plate, paper, or screen, 
and I feel certain that when this light comes 

- into the market, which I trust will be in a few 
weeks, it will meet the requirements of first- 
class amateurs as well as many professional | 
photographers. There need be absolutely no 
fear of danger, as the fact of the oxygen being 
separated from the hydrogen in the act of 
burning by means of the mantle affects the 
gases in the same way as the Davy lamp already 
referred to. When we consider the combustion 
system in its order, as (1) the furnace, viz., the 
Bunsen; (2) the fuel, viz., the hydrogen ; (3) 
the mantle heating, viz., the work; and (4) 
the atmosphere, viz., the oxygen, there is a 
sequence of natural elements naturally treated, 
which at once commends itself to those who are 
aware ‘of the importance of the prevention 
of explosive mixtures, especially in a lamp used 
in studios or dark-rooms. 

| might be depicted 

Correspondence. 

ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE SCREEN 

To the Editor. 

Dear Sir,—-My attention having been drawn to a 
paragraph in your issue June, 1896, in which you say I 
have disposed of my patent rights for producing so-called 
animated photographs upon a screen, I should like you 
to mention that I have not disposed of my 1893 patent, 
which is the only completed one I hold, to anyone.— 
Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours truly, 
W. FRIESE-GREENE. 

39, King’s-road, Chelsea. 
June 9th, 1896. 

PHOTOGRAPHING THOUGHT. 

To the Editor. 

S1z,—Seeing that you published in your journal full 
details of the Réntgen methods of photographing through 
certain substances, whereby even the bones of one’s hand 

in a photograph, and that your 
readers will thus be prepared to at least hear of more 
photographic wonders, I will quote from a communication 
which was published in one of our Newcastle evening 
papers for 17th inst. 

“It may be rash to pronounce that anything is 
“beyond the photographer’s art. But the com- 
“munication just made to the Paris Acadamie de 
“Medicine by Dr. Baraduc is so astonishing that if 
‘he had made it before Dr. Rintger had rendered his 
‘discovery public, very few people would have been 
‘inclined even to enquire int» the matter. Indeed, 
“Dr. Baraduc affirms he has succeeded in photo- 
‘‘graphing thought, and he has shown numerous 
‘photographs in proof of hia assertion. 

‘‘ His usual method of proceeding is simple enough. 
“The person whose thought is to be photographed 
“enters a dark room, places his hand on a photo- 
“ graphic plate, and thinks intently of the object the 
‘image of which he wishes to see produced. It is 
‘stated by those who have examined Dr. Bara- 
‘‘duc’s photographs that most of them are very 
“cloudy, but that a few are comparatively distinct, 
“representing the features of persons and the out- 
‘lines of things. Dr. Baraduc goes further, and 
“ declares that it is possible to produce a photographic 
‘image at a great distance. 

“In his communication to the Academie de 
“ Medicine he relates that Dr. Istrate, when he was 
“going to Campana, declared he would appear on 
‘(a photographic plate of his friend, M. Haden, at 
“Bucharest. On the 4th of August, 1893, M. Hasden 
‘Cat Bucharest went to bed with a photographic 
‘plate at his feet and another at his head, Dr. 
‘‘Tstrate went to sleep at Campana, at a distance of 
“about three hundred kilometres from Bucharest, 
‘but before closing his eyes he willed with all his 
‘might that his image should appear on the photo- 
‘“‘praphic plate of his friend. According to Dr. 
‘‘Baraduc that marvel was accomplished. Journal- 
“Cists who have examined the photograph in question 
‘‘ state that it consists in a kind of luminous spot on 
“the photographic plate, in the midst of which can 
“‘be traced the profile of a man.” 

I do not send this with the view of offering any com- 
ments, as personally I have had no experience in this 
subject, but in the hope that (if you insert this letter) 
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you will from time to time offer to your readers such 
explanations as may be deemed worthy, as it seems to 
me that this may be similar to so-called psychic photo- 
graphy. Yours truly, 

SEEKER AFTER KNOWLEDGE. 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 

June 20th, 1896 

— Oo —= 

Patent Intelligence. 

Lhe following list, relating to current Patent Applications, 
is compiled expressly for ‘The Optical Magic Lantern 
Journal” by a registered Patent Agent. For further infor- 
mation apply to The Patent Department, ‘‘ Optical 
ae Lantern Journal,” 9, Carthusian Street, London, 
u.C. 

No. Recent Patent APPLICATIONS. 

10006. llth May, 1896. A. F. Parnaland. Improve- 
ments in or relating to apparatus for use 
in receiving and projecting photographic 
images. 

12th May, 1895. S. D. Williams. Improve- 
ments in the photographic reproduction 
of moving objects. 

13th May, 1896. J. & W. Riley and H. Dalby. 
Improvements in optical lantern. 

18th May, 1896. H. W. Short. Improvements 
in or relating to the manufacture of book 
forms of kinetoscopes. 

19th May, 1896. A.N. Petit. Improvements in 
apparatus for taking and exhibiting suc- 
cessive photographic pictures. 

28th May, 1896. J. N. Maskelyne, jun. An 
improved apparatus for securing or 
exhibiting in series, records of successive 
phases of movement. 

30th May, 1896. J.Jcrmesand A. de Maroussem. 
Improvements in apparatus for taking and 
exhibiting photographs in series. 

RECENTLY-PRINTED SPECIFICATIONS. 
Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by 

remitting 1/- for each specification to The Patent Depart- 
ment, “ Dptical Magic Lantern Journal,’ 9, Carthusian 
Street, London, F.C. 

11966 of 1895. 
12344 of 1895. 
12708 of 1895. 

322 of 1896. 
7242 of 1896. 

0933. 

10194. 

10276. 

10778. 

11639, 

11836. 

Willway. Limelight container. 
Exley. Acetylene gas generator. 
Briggs or Masters. Stereoscopes. 
Bayley. Acetylene gas generator. 
Claude. Generating acetylene. 

== 0:——— 

Notes and Queries. 

S. R.—You can of course use the single lens you 
describe, in connection with your lantern, but you will 
have to see that a stop of sufficiently small diameter is 
inserted in front of the lens. We cannot definitely give 
you the size best adapted, but a little experimenting on 
your part will soon enable you to decide as to this. 
_T. J. Barber.—(1) The condenser with the larger 

diameter with the long focus lens. (2) You are not 
sufficiently explicit in the seeond question, and we do 
not gather the drift of your remarks. 

Limes writes : ‘‘ Some menths ago I purchased several 
limes put up in glass tubes, hermetically sealed, and 
about that time I had occasion to use one or two, and 
found them all that could be desired, but a day or two 
ago I had occasion to open the cabinet in which I keep 
the limes in (i.e., limes in the glass tubes), and found 
that about half of them had swelled and burst the tubes. 
Can you in any way account for this, as the tubes had 
not met with any knock or fall?" Ans.—It is evident 
that the limes contained a little moisture at the time of 
sealing up. They should have been perfectly dry at the 
time of sealing. Had they been so they would have 
kept in good order. We have some of the first limes 
that were put up in this manner, and they are quite 
perfect yet. 

Acet.,lene.—An ordinary burner as used for house pur- 
poses is far too large in the bore. See article in this 
issue on the subject. 

Failure, Smoke, Frank Brown, Percy Frith, H. Weedon, 
R. Pugh and Jos. Taylor.—See answer to ‘‘ Acetylene.” 
We thought we had made this matter clear in a former 
number of this journal. 

John Watson.—Yes, we have a high opinion of it, but 
dealers seem a little slow in ‘taking the matter up. We 
should recommend you to get the apparatus, or make 
same, when after a trial or two you will be better able to 
judge as to its utility. Sooner or later it is sure to 
become popular. 

Vernon.—Of course there is always a certain amount 
of dauger with everything used, for with want of 
experience or carelessness there is an element of danger 
in everything, but broadly speaking, you may consider it 
quite safe. Even if one eats fish there is the chance of 
one swallowing & bone and getting choked, but then a 
certain amount of care must be taken. You, of course, 
possess conimon sense, and this must be your best guide. 

Halland Matthews.—You can get a carrier with which 
you can use the slides in wooden frames, and in this 
manner pass them through smoothly without showing a 
disc of light on the screen between each as would be the 
case were you to withdraw the one slide before inserting 
the next. So as tosave space such a carrier is preferably 
made of zinc or tin. 

Gauge.—A pocket spring gauge was made and sold a 
few years ago, and was certainly very useful in approxi- 
mately estimating the quantity of gas in a cylinder, but 
we believe that its manufacture was for some reason or 
other discontinued. Some dealer may perhaps have one 
left as old stock. Probably an advertisement in our © 
General Wants column may enable you to get one. 

Torquay.—We have always considered that the set of 
slides ‘‘ Midnight Adventures with a Flea'’ was a comic 
set, and as such can be obtained from any dealer in 
slides, but we have never heard of a set of this name in 
which it is treated froma scientific point of view. 

Medicus.—The sole makers of the Hepworth lamp are 
Messrs. Ross & Co., of Bond Street. 

S. Wells.—Write to Ed. Liesegang, Dusseldorf. 
J. N, C.-—Take out plug of dissolver and probably you 

will find that the fine end of the slot is blocked with a . 
little dirt. 

THE ACETYLENE GAS COMPANY of ASHFORD, 
Write June 17th, 1896:—<‘‘Please continue our 

ADVERTISEMENT in the ‘OPTICAL MAGIC 
LANTERN JOURNAL” as kefore, for we are VERY 

PLEASED with the results obtained from same. 
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GREAT SALE! 
CONTEMPLATED RETIREMENT. 

Whole Business for SALE as a Valuable going Concern. 
OFFERS INVITED. 

In the meantime, in order to REDUCE their ENORMOUS 

STOCK, 

Messrs. D. NOAKES & SON 
are offering their High-Class Productions at the following 
Discounts :— 

HIGH-CLASS LANTERNS and ACCESSORY) 

APPARATUS, and HIGH-CLASS PHOTO- ;\25 per cent, 
GRAPHIC LENSES 

HIGH-CLASS ARTISTIC SLIDES and HIGH- 
CLASS PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS 03120 per cent. 
ACCESSORIES a 

LIST OF LANTERN APPARATUS & SLIDES, 6 Stamps. LIST OF PHOTO APPARATUS, 2 Stamps. 

Full Particulars on Application to— 

D. NOAKES & SON, 
INVENTORS, PATENTEES, AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

Improved Magic Lanterns, Dissolving View and Limelight Apparatus, Slides, ec, 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES, CAMERAS, etc., 

South London Works, 28, Nelson Street, Greenwich, 
LONDON, S.E. 
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PHOTOGRAM, 
Farringdon Avenue, 

LONDON, EC. 

ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY 
kOR 

Amateur Photegraphers. 

"ee “THREEPENCE, 

A POPULAR 

Price 

PERCY LUND & Co., Limited, 
The County Press, BRADFORD, 

And MEMORIAL HALL, E.C. 

SPECIAL. 
Optical Lanterns, with 3-in. Compound Condensers, and 

Three-Wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-wick Lamps, 24/-; Hande 
painted Slides from 4d.; Splendidiy coloured 33 x 3} Slides in 
sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. Fuil-sized 
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 
Td.each or 6/6 per dozen. Lever Action Slides from 1/6 
each. Rackwork Slides (including chromatropes) 2/6 each. 
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes 
4/3; extra Discs {rom 6d. per pair. “ Lightning" double-carrier 
Frames from 1/- each. Slides for small lanterns from 5d. per 
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free. 

ROBERT H. CLARK, 
Wibolesale Optician, 

ROYSTON, HERTS. 

Maker of High-Class Optical Lanterns. 

R. R. BEARD, 

10/6 
=e 
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BEARD’S ECLIPSE CARRIER is a luxury to the 

Operator after using others. It saves finger-marks upon the slides, 

and produces dissolving effect with the single Lantern, 

10, Trafalgar Road, Old Kent Road, S.E. 
(Five Doors South of Lord Nelson.) 

OPTICAL LANTERNS & SLIDES 
OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY ONLY. 

NEWTON & CO.’S eatixr 
“ DEMONSTRATORS ” LANTERN. 
FOR OIL OR LIMELIGHT. 

With Prisms for Erecting, and 
for Vertical Projection. 

The most simple 
and efficient 

Single Lantern Price £9 9s. 
——- yet constructed 

3, FLEET STREET, fer general 
LONDON. scientific work. 

NEW GCATALOCUE 
of Lanterns, Pro- 
jection Apparatus 

and Slides, 
Post Free, 

New Detailed Illustrated Catalogne of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps. 
NEWTON & Co. manvfacture Patent Newtonian 4-wick Oil 
Lamps. Major Holden’s Arc Lamp. Newton’s Patent Hand Feed Lamr. 
Newton’s Patent ‘‘Demonstrator’s’’ Lantern. Patent Adjusting Tray for 
Jets. Agskew’s Patent Combination Lantern Box and Stand. Wright's 
Lantern Microscope. Wright's Oxy-Hydrogen Jets with ‘“ Pringle-Cut 
off." The ‘' Miniature ’ Lantern. The Scientist’s Bi-Unial. Trail) Taylor's 
Triple Condenser. 

STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES 
Shown with the Lantern by the 

“NEWTONIAN” SYSTEM, 
(Patent applied for). 

RAY “FOCUS” TUBE, 30s. 
There has been great difficulty in obtaining suitable Vacuum Tubes 

for producing the Réontgen X Rays for photcgraphic purposes, chiefly 

because the best conditions were not known. <\ long series of caref.l 

experiments has been made, to ascertain the conditions of success, at 

King’s College, London, which has resulted in a tube of different shape, 

size, and degrec of vacuum to those previously employed. 

One important result of this is that far less current can be employed, 

and that a simp’e battery and coil may be used without Tesla apparatus. 

Complete Set of Apparatus for Photographing with the X Rays 

comprising Battery, Coil, Tube, &c., £18 18s. _ 
Complete Set, as above, but with larger Coil and more Battery Power, 

FR 

aed Photograph through man’s chest, showing backbone and ribs. 
42. Man's foot, side view, Showing ankle boaes. 
43. Man's clbow joint. 
44. Hand of Mummy, 3,000 years old. 
45. Young Pigeon, 10 days old. 
46. Dove, showing bones and feathers. 
47. Lead pencil and horn magnifier. 
48. Written letter taken through envelope. 
49. Mouse. 
50. Three live Frogs. 
51. Man's Hand, showing pieces of iron. 
52. Tortoise. &c., &e., &c. 

Price 1s. 6d. each. 

LIST OF APPARATUS AND SLIDES ON APPLICATION 

NEWTON & CO., 
3, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
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